Inhalation anesthetics (e.g. isoflurane) are preferable for longitudinal fMRI experiments in the same animals. We previously implemented isoflurane anesthesia for rodent forepaw stimulation studies, and optimized the stimulus parameters with short stimuli (1-3-s long stimulation with ten electric pulses). These parameters, however, may not be applicable for long periods of stimulation because repetitive stimuli induce neural adaptation. Here we evaluated frequency-dependent responses (pulse width of 1.0 ms and current of 1.5 mA) for 30-s long stimulation under 1.3-1.5% isoflurane anesthesia. The cerebral blood flow (CBF) response (using laser Doppler flowmetry: CBF LDF ) and field potential (FP) changes were simultaneously measured for nine stimulus frequencies (1-24 Hz). CBF (using arterial spin labeling: CBF ASL ) and blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI responses were measured at 9.4 T for four stimulus frequencies (1.5-12 Hz). Higher stimulus frequencies (12-24 Hz) produced a larger FP per unit time initially, but decreased more rapidly later due to neural adaptation effects. On the other hand, lower stimulus frequencies (1-3 Hz) induced smaller, but sustained FP activities over the entire stimulus period. Similar frequencydependencies were observed in CBF LDF , CBF ASL and BOLD responses. A linear relationship between FP and CBF LDF was observed for all stimulus frequencies. Stimulation frequency for the maximal cumulative neural and hemodynamic changes is dependent on stimulus duration; 8-12 Hz for short stimulus durations (b 10 s) and 6-8 Hz for 30-s stimulation. Our findings suggest that neural adaptation should be considered in determining the somatosensory stimulation frequency and duration under isoflurane anesthesia.
Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during electrical stimulation of the rodent forepaw has been used to investigate the biophysical properties of fMRI signals (Kida et al., 2001; Lee et al., 1999; Mandeville et al., 1998; because of its wellcharacterized neural activity, abundant fMRI data and large fMRI signal change. Anesthesia is necessary for fMRI in animal models to minimize motion and stress of the animals during the experiments. Most rodent fMRI studies have been performed with α-chloralose anesthesia Kida et al., 2001; Lee et al., 1999; Mandeville et al., 1998; . However, α-chloraloseanesthetized animals have to be euthanized after the experiment, which hampers its use for survival experiments (Silverman and Muir, 1993) .
Inhalation anesthetics (e.g., isoflurane) are preferable for longitudinal fMRI experiments such as tracking the same subjects during the development of brain functions (Colonnese et al., 2008) and functional recovery after brain injury (Dijkhuizen et al., 2001; Dijkhuizen et al., 2003; Schmitz et al., 1998) . Different anesthetics likely alter the properties of the neural activity and the neurovascular coupling mechanism because they act on different receptors (Alkire et al., 2008) . For instance, the maximal response to forepaw electrical stimulation under α-chloralose anesthesia was observed in the condition of stimulus frequencies between 1 and 3 Hz, stimulus amplitude of 0.5 to 2 mA and width of 0.3 ms during stimulus durations of 30 to 45 s (Brinker et al., 1999; Gyngell et al., 1996; Huttunen et al., 2008; Keilholz et al., 2004; Sanganahalli et al., 2008; . With isoflurane anesthesia, the maximal responses to forepaw stimulation were induced by a stimulus frequency of 12 Hz, current of at least 1.4 mA and pulse width of at least 1.0 ms for fixed 10-pulse stimulus trains . Further, for enflurane anesthesia, a stimulus frequency of 10 Hz was optimal for 2-s long simulation (Sheth et al., 2004) . These results suggest that the neurovascular coupling properties characterized in one anesthetic should not be applied to other anesthetics. Thus, optimal stimulation parameters should be determined by maximizing the evoked neural activities under each anesthetic condition (Brinker et al., 1999; Gyngell et al., 1996; Huttunen et al., 2008; Keilholz et al., 2004; Masamoto et al., 2007; Sanganahalli et al., 2008) .
Repetitive somatosensory stimuli are known to cause neural adaptation. The degree of adaptation is dependent on the stimulus frequency and duration (Chung et al., 2002; Khatri et al., 2004) , and probably the type of anesthetic used. Low frequency stimuli (e.g., 1 Hz) evoke similar magnitude of neural activities over time, but increasing the stimulus frequency (i.e. shortening an inter-pulse interval) induces a more rapid and pronounced adaptation in neural activity over time in the cortex. Therefore, our previous stimulus frequency of 12 Hz optimized with a short stimulus duration (less than 1 s with fixed 10-pulse) under isoflurane anesthesia may not induce largest neural activity and hemodynamic response for longer stimulus duration, which is preferable for many fMRI studies. Thus, in order to maximize the evoked hemodynamic fMRI response for long stimulus duration under isoflurane anesthesia, it is crucial to determine the detailed stimulus frequency-and duration-dependent relationships between neural activity and hemodynamic responses.
In this work, we measured local field potential (FP), cerebral blood flow (CBF) and blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI responses in the rat somatosensory cortex during 30-s forepaw stimulation at various frequencies under 1.3-1.5% isoflurane anesthesia. Two separate animal groups were used: one with simultaneous measurements of FP and CBF using laser Doppler flowmetry (CBF LDF ), and another with concurrent recordings of CBF using arterial spin labeling (ASL) (CBF ASL ) and BOLD fMRI at 9.4 T. Neural activities were determined as a function of the stimulus frequency and the temporal and spatial characteristics of fMRI responses at different stimulus frequencies were also assessed. In order to investigate the dynamic signal changes for different stimulus frequencies, neural activities and hemodynamic responses were divided into three 10-s stimulus periods over the stimulus duration (e.g., 0 to 10, 10 to 20, and 20 to 30 s from stimulus onset).
Methods

Animal preparation
The animal protocol was approved by the University of Pittsburgh Animal Care and Use Committee. Twelve male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 350-450 g (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were studied; FP and CBF LDF data were measured in six animals, while BOLD and CBF ASL were obtained from a separate group of six animals scanned in a 9.4 Tesla MRI scanner. The animals were initially induced with 5% isoflurane and intubated. Then, the isoflurane level was reduced to 2% for surgery; the femoral artery and vein were catheterized to monitor arterial blood pressure and to administrate supplemental fluid, respectively. Arterial blood pressure was continuously recorded with polygraph data acquisition software (ACK100W AcqKnowledge Software, BIOPAC systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). Then, the isoflurane level was reduced to 1.3-1.5% in air supplemented with O 2 to attain a total O 2 level of about 30% throughout recording. It is noted that nitrous oxide (N 2 O) was not used because apparent neural and hemodynamic responses to forepaw stimulation were not observed when the mixture of both N 2 O and isoflurane was used. To ensure maintaining a normal arterial oxygen saturation level under anesthetized conditions, an inhalation oxygen level with slightly higher than air (21%) was used. Arterial blood gases were periodically measured throughout the experiment with a blood gas analyzer (Stat profile pHOx, Nova Biomedical, MA) and the ventilation rate and volume were adjusted to maintain normal physiological conditions. Rectal temperature was maintained at 37.5 ± 0.5°C with a feedbackcontrolled heating pad.
Forepaw stimulation
Electrical stimulus pulses (1.0 ms pulse width and ∼1.5 mA current) were generated using a pulse generator (Master 8, A.M.P.I., Israel) and delivered using a constant current isolator (Iso-Flex, A.M.P.I., Israel) to one forepaw using two needle-electrodes inserted under the palmar skin between digits two and four. Each stimulus run consisted of a 30-s pre-stimulus baseline, 30-s stimulus period, and 50-s post-stimulus period. The inter-stimulus period was greater than 3 min. The stimulus frequency was varied over different runs in a randomized order; nine frequencies (1, 1.5, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 24 Hz) were examined for the FP and LDF measurements, while four frequencies (1.5, 3, 6 and 12 Hz) were chosen for the fMRI studies, based on preliminary FP and CBF LDF data due to the consideration of experimental time.
Conventional physiology studies conducted outside the magnet FP activity and CBF responses were concurrently recorded with a microelectrode and LDF, as described previously . Briefly, a 5 mm× 7 mm portion of the left skull, centered 3.5-mm lateral and 0.5-mm rostral from bregma, was thinned with a drill. The thinned area was then immersed in oil for transparency. The activation focus area in response to stimulation (6 Hz in frequency and 4 s in duration) was mapped using optical imaging of intrinsic signals over the primary somatosensory cortex (band pass = 620 ± 10 nm). Then, a tungsten microelectrode (b1 MΩ, World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL) was inserted to a depth of 0.5 mm perpendicular to the cortical surface at the center of activation focus area and a reference electrode was placed on the scalp. A needletype LDF probe (PeriFlux 4001 Master system, Perimed, Sweden) was placed on the thinned skull preparation within 0.5 mm of the location of the FP recording electrode while avoiding large visible pial vascular areas. The FP signal was measured using the Neural Data Acquisition software (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX) with a sampling rate of 5 kHz, and the LDF signal was recorded by BIOPAC data acquisition software (ACK100W AcqKnowledge Software, BIOPAC systems, Inc., Goleta, CA) with a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
All runs from identical stimulus frequency conditions were averaged for each animal. The FP amplitude induced by each stimulus pulse was obtained by measuring the peak intensity, i.e., minimum to maximum observed over the period of 5 to 20 ms after each pulse. All FP amplitudes in each animal were first normalized by the average of the first FP amplitude across all the stimulus frequencies. Since the number of stimulus pulses is different for different frequencies (for example, the number of stimulus in 12 Hz is eight times more than that of 1.5 Hz at a given period), bin-FP was calculated by summation of FP over 2 s, reflecting a net FP activity per unit 2-s time, and was used to compare FP time courses for different frequency stimuli. Summation of bin-FP values (ΣFP) over 10 s were also calculated from 0 to 10 s, 10 to 20 s, and 20 to 30 s from stimulation onset. This metric was used to compare FP trends for different frequency stimuli. LDF data were averaged every 0.2 s and normalized by the average signal intensity of the pre-stimulus period for each stimulus frequency in each animal. The integral of the CBF LDF changes (ΣCBF LDF ) over non-overlapping 10-s periods were also determined from the area under the CBF LDF curve during the stimulus periods (i.e., 0-10 s, 10-20 s and 20-30 s from stimulus onset). To directly compare FP with CBF LDF , cumulated FP and cumulative CBF LDF values were calculated as sums of data from stimulation onset time (0) during 30-s stimulation period, and plotted against each other for each stimulus frequency.
Functional MRI studies ASL studies were performed to obtain CBF ASL and BOLD fMRI responses, as described previously . Briefly, all MRI measurements were performed on a 9.4 T magnet with a bore size of 31 cm in diameter, interfaced to a Unity INOVA console (Varian, Palo Alto, CA). Two actively-detunable radio frequency (RF) coils were used: a surface coil (2.3 cm in diameter) was positioned on top of the head for image acquisition, and a butterfly-shaped surface coil was positioned in the neck region for ASL. All coronal images were acquired using a single-shot gradient-echo (GE) echo planar imaging (EPI) technique with a slice thickness = 2 mm, matrix size = 64 (readout) × 32 (phase-encode) and field of view = 2.56 × 1.28 cm 2 . The repetition time (TR) was 2.5 s consisting of 2.4-s spin-preparation period and 0.1-s imaging time, and the echo time (TE) was 20 ms. In three animals, a bipolar gradient pair (b = 30 s/mm
2 ) was applied after the excitation pulse to suppress signal contributions from large arterial vessels. Twenty-two pairs of arterial spin labeled (lab) and unlabeled (unlab) images were acquired; 6 pairs during pre-stimulus baseline, 6 pairs during stimulation and 10 pairs during the poststimulus period. The acquisition order of lab and unlab images was alternated between experimental runs; the image order in run A was unlab A1 , lab A1 , unlab A2 , ⋅⋅⋅, lab A22 , while in run B it was lab B1 , unlab B1 , lab B2 , ⋅⋅⋅, unlab B22 , where subscripts refer to both the run and the pair. Each fMRI run was repeated 10-15 times for each stimulus frequency.
In each animal, all runs from identical stimulus conditions were averaged. To obtain CBF-weighted images from run A and B, pair-wise subtracted images were calculated such as ΔS A1 = unlab A1 − lab A1 and ΔS B1 = unlab B1 − lab B1 . Then, time-matched subtracted images in run A and B (ΔS) were averaged to obtain a single time series. Similarly, unlabeled control images in both runs (S unlab ) were combined such as (unlab A1 + unlab B1 ) / 2 to match time points of ΔS series. Time series with 43 data points were generated from both runs of A and B. Using ΔS and S unlab series, CBF (in units of ml/g/min) was calculated at every time point on a pixel-by-pixel basis using
where λ is the tissue-blood partition coefficient of 0.9 ml/g (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) ; T 1 is the T 1 value of tissue without flow contribution, which is 2.0 s (Kim and Kim, 2005) ; α is the labeling efficiency of arterial spins, α = α 0 ·exp(−τ / T 1a ), where the labeling efficiency at labeling plane (α 0 ) = 0.7, the longitudinal relaxation time of arterial blood (T 1a ) = 2.3 s, and the transit time of labeled spins (τ) = 0.3 s without the bipolar gradient and 0.6 s with the bipolar gradient. The correction term (ζ) in Eq. (1) corrects for insufficient relaxation due to relatively short TR, because labeled and unlabeled images were acquired in an interleaved manner and the spin-labeling time was much less than 3 times T 1 ⁎ (Barbier et al., 1999) ;
, where t lab is the time span for spin-preparation period (2.4 s); and T 1 ⁎ is the apparent T 1 value of tissue including CBF contributions, which is ∼1.9 s (Kim and Kim, 2002) . For each frequency in each animal, unlabeled (control) and pairwise subtracted (ΔS) images were used to obtain BOLD and CBF ASL responses induced by forepaw stimulation, respectively. Two analyses were performed; average time courses were obtained and fMRI maps were generated. (i) Since a rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1986) shows the forelimb somatosensory cortical area in a hemisphere to be about 1.5 × 1.5 mm 2 in the coronal plane (0.2 and 0.3 mm anterior to bregma), a 16-pixel ROI (1.6 × 1.6 mm 2 ) centered over this anatomically-defined area on the side contralateral to stimulation was used in each animal. For ROI analysis, all pixels within the ROI were averaged, regardless of whether pixels were active. Full width at half maximum (FWHM), time-to-peak (TTP) and peak amplitude were measured from the response curves to investigate temporal characteristics of the hemodynamic changes. The integral of BOLD (ΣBOLD) and CBF ASL changes (ΣCBF ASL ) were calculated from the area under the response curve over stimulus periods of 0-10 s, 10-20 s and 20-30 s from stimulus onset. (ii) To investigate stimulus duration-dependent fMRI responses, three t-maps were generated with a threshold of t ≥ 3.0 by comparing baseline data with images acquired during three divided stimulus periods of 0-10 s, 10-20 s and 20-30 s from stimulation onset. For these t-maps, the first point of data after stimulation onset was excluded due to delayed hemodynamic responses. The baseline condition included all pre-stimulus and post-stimulus images following 6 s after stimulation offset. A general linear model (GLM) analysis was also performed on the data to assess the spatial extent of the responses considering the full duration of the responses. To capture the temporal changes over different frequencies, the average data over the 16-pixel ROI (over all animals) was used to fit a representative gamma function for each frequency using Matlab (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). The gamma functions were then used as reference in the GLM analysis and the correlation coefficients were calculated for each frequency in each animal. Then, t-values were calculated and functional activation maps were generated using a threshold of t ≥ 3.0. The number of active pixels within the contralateral cortex was determined. Individual results were averaged and group data are reported as mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed using a repeated measure ANOVA and a post hoc analysis for the criterion of statistical significance (SPSS, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).
Results
Physiological parameters for baseline condition
No significant differences in the baseline conditions were observed between the two separate animal groups: pH = 7.47 ± 0.01, PaCO 2 = 35.9 ± 1.5 mm Hg, PaO 2 = 142 ± 10 mm Hg, and mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) = 89 ± 10 mm Hg for the FP and LDF studies (n = 6 animals); pH = 7.47 ± 0.02, PaCO 2 = 38.2 ± 3.7 mm Hg, PaO 2 = 132 ± 20 mm Hg, and MABP = 93 ± 10 mm Hg for the fMRI studies (n = 6 animals). In addition, no significant changes in arterial blood pressure were observed during somatosensory stimulation.
Conventional physiology (FP and LDF) measurements
The averaged temporal profiles of FP amplitude and CBF LDF responses induced by the stimulus frequencies which were used in the fMRI studies (1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Hz) are presented in Fig. 1 . An increase in the stimulus frequency produced a pronounced reduction in FP amplitudes over time (Fig. 1A) . The magnitude of neural activity reached a pseudo-steady state within one second after stimulation onset (see the inset plot in Fig. 1A for initial 2-s data points), and then continued to decrease slowly over time. Since the number of stimulus pulses is different for different frequencies over a given period, bin-FP time courses calculated by the summation of FPs over 2-s bins (Fig. 1B) to compare FP activities across the different frequencies. The bin-FP amplitude was largest for the 12 Hz stimulus frequency over the first 2 s from stimulus onset. The bin-FP amplitude for the higher stimulus frequencies (6 and 12 Hz) decreased more rapidly over time, while the bin-FP amplitude for lower frequency stimuli (1.5 and 3 Hz) was similarly maintained over the entire stimulation period. The CBF LDF time courses were similar to the bin-FP time courses (Fig. 1C) ; the largest CBF LDF responses (∼70% peak amplitude) were observed for the 6 and 12 Hz stimulus frequencies, but the responses decreased over the stimulation period, while the CBF LDF for the 1.5 and 3 Hz stimulation remained relatively constant over the stimulus period.
To compare the frequency-dependence in the FP and CBF responses over different stimulus periods, the ΣFP and ΣCBF LDF over 0-10 s, 10-20 s, and 20-30 s after stimulation onset were plotted as a function of stimulus frequency ( Figs. 2A and B) . For the first 10-s stimulus period, stimulus frequencies ≥6 Hz induced similar ΣFP responses that are also larger than data with frequencies b4 Hz (open square symbols in Fig. 2A ). stimulation with 6-8 Hz stimulus frequency (closed diamond symbols in Fig. 2A ). Similar trends of frequency-dependent CBF LDF responses were observed (Fig. 2B) . For the first 10-s stimulation period, the large ΣCBF LDF responses were detected for a broad range of stimulus frequencies (4-16 Hz), while the highest CBF LDF responses were observed for 6-8 Hz when later stimulus periods were considered.
The coupling between neural and vascular response on stimulation frequencies and durations was investigated. ΣFP and ΣCBF LDF changes over 10-s periods were compared (Fig. 2C) . A linear relationship between FP and CBF LDF was observed, independent of stimulus duration. The cumulative changes in the neural and hemodynamic responses during 30-s stimulation are also plotted for the different stimulus frequencies (Fig. 2D) . The cumulative FP and cumulative CBF LDF were highly correlated for all the different stimulation frequencies (mean R of four frequencies = 0.998). A similar linear relationship was observed between FP and CBF changes, independent of the stimulus frequency.
BOLD and CBF fMRI measurements
The averaged BOLD and CBF ASL fMRI time courses measured from the 16-pixel ROI over the contralateral somatosensory area are shown in Fig. 3 (n = 6). Both BOLD and CBF ASL time courses behave similar frequency-dependent trends (Figs. 3A vs. B), and resemble CBF LDF and bin-FP time courses (Figs. 1B and C). Higher stimulus frequencies induced a higher peak amplitude, but also a larger reduction of both BOLD and CBF ASL responses over the stimulus duration due to neural adaptation. The peak amplitude was increased with stimulus frequency (Fig. 3D) , whereas FWHM and TTP were decreased with stimulus frequency (Fig. 3C) . As a result, the fMRI maps and signal changes are closely dependent on the stimulus period. In order to evaluate the effect of stimulus period on the fMRI responses, we generated statistical maps from the fMRI data over three different stimulus periods (see color bars underneath time courses in Fig. 3) .
Results of the stimulus period-dependent fMRI maps are presented in Fig. 4 . BOLD fMRI maps are overlaid on T 1 -weighted images (Fig. 4A) , and the CBF ASL fMRI maps are overlaid on quantified baseline CBF ASL maps in units of ml/g/min (Fig. 4B ) from one animal. In all frequency studies, localized activation was observed in the contralateral somatosensory cortex. Statistical values and the number of statistical significant pixels were dependent on the stimulus frequency and period. In general, both statistical values and the number of active pixels are the highest for the maps obtained from the first 10-s data in all frequencies, and decrease larger for higher frequency over time. Especially, only a few or no active pixels were detected for 20-30-s data from 12 Hz stimulus frequency. Trends showing a less number of active pixels for the later stimulus periods are also reflected in the average BOLD and CBF ASL time courses (Figs. 3A and B) . To quantify these observations, the number of activated pixels was determined for the BOLD (Fig. 4C ) and CBF ASL studies (Fig. 4D) . Interestingly, for the first 10 s of stimulation, the number of activated pixels was not statistically different (p N 0.05, repeated ANOVA test) across the different stimulus frequencies, even if the magnitudes (percentage changes) of the fMRI responses from higher frequencies were larger. For the later stimulus periods (10-20 s and 20-30 s), the number of active pixels was significantly decreased for the 12 Hz stimulus frequency, while it was less affected for the lower frequencies (Figs. 4C and D) . However, the GLM analysis performed using fitted gamma functions for each stimulus frequency showed that the overall statistical maps and the numbers of activation pixels were similar over all stimulus frequencies (black boxes and bars in Fig. 4) .
The ΣBOLD and ΣCBF ASL fMRI responses are plotted as a function of stimulus frequencies for different stimulus periods (Figs. 5A and B) . This indicates that the stimulation duration is important for determining the optimal stimulus frequency. BOLD and CBF ASL fMRI responses were also highly correlated in all the frequencies, indicating their tight coupling (Figs. 5C and D, R N 0.95) .
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the temporal characteristics of hemodynamic response depend on the stimulus duration and frequency in the isoflurane-anesthetized rat forepaw model. The hemodynamic response was largest at the stimulus frequency of 8-12 Hz during the early period for 30-s long stimulus duration, whereas the responses were largest at stimulus frequencies of 6-8 Hz over the later stimulus periods. If the Fig. 4 . Frequency-dependent fMRI results. fMRI t-value maps were generated from images acquired during baseline vs. three stimulus periods for the different frequencies. BOLD fMRI maps (A) were overlaid on T 1 -weighted images, while CBF ASL fMRI maps (B) were overlaid on quantified baseline CBF maps in units of ml/g/min from one animal (grayscale bar indicates quantified CBF value). The 30-s stimulation data were divided into three stimulus periods: 0-10 s, 10-20 s, and 20-30 s after stimulation onset. In addition, the GLM analysis was performed with a gamma function obtained for each frequency. Each color of box represents the stimulus period bar shown in Fig. 3 . The number of activated pixels with a t-value ≥ 3 in the contralateral hemisphere was determined. The average number of activated pixels (n=6 animals) is plotted for BOLD (C) and CBF ASL (D). The area of activation decreased with later stimulus periods at 12 Hz frequency, while it was relatively maintained over entire stimulus periods at lower stimulus frequencies. However, fMRI maps from the GLM analysis (black color boxes in panels A and B) yield a similar number of activated pixels (black color bars in panels C and D) over different stimulus frequencies. Statistical comparisons were performed between the 0-10 s and 10-20 s stimulus period, between 10-20-s and 20-30-s stimulus period, and between GLM data across each stimulus frequency (paired student t-test, ⁎ p b 0.05, ⁎⁎ p b 0.01). Color-scale bars: t-value; error bars: SEM. stimulus duration is longer than 30 s, the stimulus frequency for maximal integrated hemodynamic responses may be even lower than 6-8 Hz. This frequency-dependence of the hemodynamic responses on stimulus duration was consistent with that of measured neural activity, showing a linear coupling between neural activity and hemodynamic responses (Fig. 2C) . Neural activity was initially larger for high stimulus frequency, but neural adaptation to the high stimulus frequency made the FP responses smaller than low frequency for later stimulus periods (Figs. 1B and 2A) . Unlike isoflurane, the dependence of the optimal stimulus frequency on stimulus duration was not found under α-chloralose-anesthetized rats (Kida and Yamamoto, 2008; Ureshi et al., 2004) . This is because the optimal stimulus frequency for α-chloralose anesthesia was found to be 1-3 Hz and the reduction of cortical neural activity due to the neural adaptation is small at these low frequencies. Cortical neurons become more adapted to highly repeating strong stimuli where their activity rapidly decreases over the stimulus period. However, this sensory adaptation may not be apparent in human and behaving animals. During behaviorally activated states, sensory responses are already adapted because of continuous sensory inputs and thus further adaptation to stimulation is suppressed, while sensory adaptation has been clearly observed in quiescent states such as anesthesia, slow-wave sleep, and awake immobility (Castro-Alamancos, 2004) .
The mechanism of neural adaptation is not understood well. High temporal frequency stimulation quickly decreases cortical neural responses over the stimulus presentation period. Why do cortical neurons fail to respond to high temporal frequency stimulation?
Since adaptation is more pronounced in the cortex compared to the thalamus, local cortical mechanisms are mainly involved in adaptation. Krukowski and Miller proposed a model to explain a cortical low-pass temporal frequency tuning. In their circuit model, NMDAmediated slow thalamocortical inputs are crucial, in addition to thalamocortical inhibition (Krukowski and Miller, 2001) . Chung et al. found that the depression of thalamocortical synapses causes a rapid response decline in the rat barrel cortex (Chung et al., 2002) . However, this reduction of synaptic input to the postsynaptic cell has not been universally found. For instance, this mechanism is not likely responsible for neural adaptation in the cat visual cortex. Carandini and Ferster reported that neural adaptation resulted in a tonic hyperpolarization without changing synaptic input (Carandini and Ferster, 1997) . This tonic hyperpolarization is not caused by an increase in tonic inhibition, but by a decrease in tonic excitation. In fact, blocking GABA A -mediated inhibitory neurons has little effect on adaptation (DeBruyn and Bonds, 1986; McLean and Palmer, 1996; Vidyasagar, 1990 ). It has not been clear, however, how the tonic excitation is decreased. Petersen suggests a short-term depression of synapses in recurrent connections between excitatory layer 4 neurons (Petersen, 2002) . Slow kinetic receptors such as NMDA, metabotropic and GABA B might be involved in this process (for review, see Kohn, 2007) . These receptors are activated late and remain active for a few hundred milliseconds, which appear to match adaptation time courses. Further investigations for cellular mechanisms of adaptation are necessary to understand the neural response property. The degree of adaptation during stimulus presentation also depends on anesthetic types and probably on the depth of anesthesia. The molecular targets of anesthetics have been explored and at least three targets have been shown to be affected by anesthetics (for review, see Franks, 2008; Hemmings et al., 2005) . First, almost all anesthetics including isoflurane and α-chloralose (Garrett and Gan, 1998) potentiate GABA A receptor-mediated responses. Second, the opening of potassium channels by anesthetics also seems important and two-pore-domain K + channels (2PK) are more or less activated by volatile anesthesia. No 2PK channels have been shown to be affected by clinically relevant intravenous anesthetics. Activation of either GABA A receptors or 2PK channels or both suppress neural excitability. Third, NMDA receptors are also a target for certain anesthetics. Most inhalation anesthetics, including isoflurane and nitrous oxide, inhibit NMDA receptors. This finding is intriguing because the activation of NMDA receptors seems to contribute significantly to hemodynamic responses (Gsell et al., 2006; Norup Nielsen and Lauritzen, 2001) . The degree of these receptor modulations can be varied among anesthetic types, resulting in different neuronal excitabilities for different anesthetics. In our previous experiments, we found that a post-stimulus refractory period of the neural response was very short under isoflurane compared to α-chloralose (Fig. 3A of Masamoto et al., 2007) . This suggests that high frequency stimuli induce less neural adaptation under isoflurane anesthesia than α-chloralose and that the maximal neural activity per unit time would also shifts to higher stimulus frequency under isoflurane compared to α-chloralose anesthesia. Inhalation anesthetics enable the maintenance of a stable anesthetic plane for the long periods of time and also allow for the easy and relatively fast control of the depth of anesthesia (Lukasik and Gillies, 2003) . Furthermore, animals under the inhalation anesthesia can recover within minutes after discontinuing inhalant administration, which makes it ideal for the repetition of survival studies in the same animals (Lukasik and Gillies, 2003) . Instead of inhaled anesthetics, injectable anesthetics can also be used for survival experiments. Generally injectable, particularly intravenous, anesthetics affect somatosensory-evoked potentials less than inhaled anesthetics (Banoub et al., 2003) . As a result, medetomidine was used for survival fMRI experiments (Weber et al., 2006) . Since medetomidine has a reversal agent -antisedan -it can also assist the recovery from anesthesia. However, medetomidine changes the baseline physiological conditions (e.g. increases mean arterial blood pressure) (Weber et al., 2006) , and consequently fMRI responses are likely to be affected, resulting in different responses from repetitive measurements in the same imaging sessions. In addition, it is typically used subcutaneously, although intravenous administration is also possible, and its effects will not be as quick as inhaled anesthetics. Other anesthetics may also be suitable for fMRI longitudinal experiments. Regardless, the choice of anesthetic and anesthesia depth will be likely influence the optimal stimulus frequency in the system being investigated. We have summarized the stimulus parameters for the maximal response induced by rat forepaw stimulation under different types of anesthesia in Table 1 . As mentioned earlier, the optimal frequency under α-chloralose anesthesia was consistently observed at 1-3 Hz. Van Camp et al. reported that the optimal response frequency for BOLD responses shifted from 1 Hz with 0.3 ms pulse width to 8-10 Hz with 10 ms pulse width under α-chloralose anesthesia . This indicates that different stimulus pulse width may also influence in the evoked vascular responses. The stimulus amplitude and width were not manipulated in our present experiments, instead they were selected based on our previous findings . The stimulus amplitude (∼1.5 mA current) was below the threshold of nociception where the stimulation evokes systemic arterial blood pressure changes, indicating painful stimulation. The stimulus pulse width (1.0 ms) was found to be the lower end of the range that evokes steady-state neural responses . A subtle difference in the location of stimulating needles (probes) on forepaw also could affect to our frequency-dependent responses because different type of sensory receptors and fibers could be stimulated between different animals. However, the same stimulus frequency-dependency observed between animals rules out the significant contribution of this factor to our results.
We observed a slight discrepancy between the CBF LDF and CBF ASL measurements; the CBF LDF changes were higher than CBF ASL (Figs. 2B and 5B). Potential sources for this discrepancy may be physiological and methodological differences between the two measurements. Two separate animal groups were used for the CBF LDF and CBF ASL studies. Although the physiological parameters measured in the baseline periods were not different between the two groups, the magnitude of functional responses may be different due to the limited number of animals studied in each group. Methodological differences between the two modalities may also be the major source of this discrepancy. Since the sensitivity volume of LDF is not precisely known, CBF LDF and CBF ASL signals were not obtained from identical brain regions. Technically, CBF measured by LDF reflects the changes in scattered light due to the movement of red blood cells (RBC) which produces a Doppler shift. Thus, LDF data are weighted to the changes in RBC flow or concentration (Stern, 1975) . In contrast, ASL fMRI signals arise from spin-labeled plasma and RBC water, and thus likely represent total blood flow (Williams et al., 1992) . Therefore, the mismatch of LDF and ASL responses in this study can be caused by the different signal source of two different modalities. It is possible that for large CBF changes (such as the ones observed for stimulus frequencies of 6 and 12 Hz), the changes in RBC and plasma flow may be dissociated. If RBC flux (velocity × volume) increases more than plasma flux, then the percentage change of LDF due to stimulation could be higher than that of ASL. Our findings suggest that the stimulus frequency for a maximal signal change needs to be adjusted depending on stimulus duration due to neural adaptation (and also anesthesia when considering other reports in the literature). Under 1.3-1.5% isoflurane anesthesia, maximal neural and vascular signal changes induced by forepaw stimulation were obtained with a stimulus frequency of 6-8 Hz for a stimulus duration of 30 s, and 8-12 Hz for shorter stimulus durations (b10 s). The number of active pixels with stimulus time-dependent fMRI results was also dependent on the stimulus frequency. The number of active pixels was significantly decreased with increasing stimulus period for a stimulus frequency of 12 Hz, while it was relatively unaffected for lower stimulus frequencies (Fig. 4) . This suggests that a stimulus frequency of 12 Hz is a good choice for eventrelated fMRI studies with short stimulus duration, while a frequency of 6-8 Hz would be optimal for block-design fMRI studies with longer stimulus duration (over 15 s) including ASL fMRI studies, which requires a long TR due to the spin-preparation time. To detect the maximal fMRI responses for a given experimental time, the combination of a short stimulation period and high stimulation frequency is probably the best choice since this would be reduce the inter-stimulus period and allow more averages. Further systematic studies are necessary by performing experiments with different stimulus durations and inter-stimulus periods. The GLM analysis performed and found that the number of activated pixels was not affected by stimulus frequency (Fig. 4) . For this analysis, we obtained a gamma function for each frequency using average time courses, in which the neural adaptation is reflected. In a traditional GLM analysis, a hemodynamic response function (such as short stimulation) is convolved with experimental stimulus function assuming no neural adaptation. Maps of the GLM analysis with a predicted reference function will be similar to maps with a 30-s box-car function (see supplementary material for t-test maps with 30-s box-car reference. Thus, it is important to consider neural adaption in the GLM analysis). It should be noted that the depth of anesthesia could affect neural adaption and the hemodynamic response (Masamoto et al., 2009 ). Therefore, experiments with different depths of isoflurane anesthesia or stimulus durations longer than 30 s should recalibrate the experimental condition with the neural and hemodynamic responses. Similarly, the forepaw stimulation parameters that have been optimized for isoflurane-anesthetized rats may not be directly translatable to other species.
